When your company is accused of crossing the line of discrimination or harassment, you'll want experienced counsel representing you. You need lawyers dedicated to the defense of workplace law when you’re facing a claim from a disgruntled former employee, the EEOC, or another government agency.

Fisher Phillips recognizes that laws prohibiting discrimination and harassment continue to expand, and government agencies continue to increase their enforcement activities. This is a dangerous combination. With our assistance, you can minimize your chances of facing a lawsuit while maximizing your chances of success should you get hit with a legal claim.

Defense of Legal Actions
If you are faced with a claim of discrimination, harassment or retaliation brought under Title VII, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA), the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), or any of the numerous other related federal and state laws, you should feel confident that the law firm you hire to defend your company can offer you the specific attention you deserve. Our lawyers defend such lawsuits in federal and state courts around the country every single day, including large class actions and multi-plaintiff cases. We also respond to individual and systemic discrimination charges brought before the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP), as well as state civil rights agencies.

Prevention and Compliance
Of course, we also recognize that it is better to avoid having to deal with a legal claim altogether. We proactively partner with you to develop specifically tailored strategies to help minimize the risk of litigation. As part of this effort, we design workplace anti-discrimination and anti-harassment policies, and assist in coordinating internal investigations of harassment and discrimination claims.
Training
It is often to your legal benefit to provide training for your workforce, offering you a valuable affirmative defense should an issue develop at your business. We develop and present training sessions to help reduce your legal risks and to educate your employees, including management training, supervisory training, and training for your entire workforce.

Experience
Summary Judgment Obtained on Former Company President’s Claims
Manager’s Lawsuit Defeated on Summary Judgment
Former CFO’s Age Discrimination, Wrongful Termination Claims Defeated
Summary Judgment Obtained in Nurse’s Age Discrimination Lawsuit
Summary Judgment and Jury Verdict Obtained for Employer in Age Discrimination, Retaliation Case and Then Both Are Upheld On Appeal
Arbitrator Awards Automobile Dealership Summary Judgment and Attorneys’ Fees
Jury Rejects Race Discrimination, Wrongful Constructive Termination Claims
Complete Defense Verdict Following Trial of USERRA Claims
Complete Defense Verdict in Two-Plaintiff Harassment, Retaliation Case
FMLA, ADA Case Dismissed
Defense Verdict Obtained in “Sex-Plus” Case
Court Rejects Application of “Futile Gesture Doctrine” to Untimely ADA Claim
Arbitrator Rejects Failure to Accommodate Claim
Jury Trial Win in FMLA and ADA Case

Summary Judgment Obtained in Failure-to-Promote Case; 5th Circuit Affirms

Jury ReJECTs Army Reservist’s USERRA Claim; 11th Circuit Affirms

Defense Verdict Obtained in Pregnancy Discrimination Lawsuit

Jury Win in Pregnancy Discrimination Case

Complete Defense Verdict Obtained for Housing Authority in Discrimination, Retaliation Case

11th Circuit Rejects Personal Liability Under ADA, Florida AIDS Law

Company Not Liable for Executive’s Job Stress

Jury Rejects Layoff Discrimination Claims and 6th Circuit Affirms; Summary Judgment Obtained in Similar Case

Summary Judgment Won in Seven Plaintiff Race Discrimination Case

Termination of Executive for Credit Card Misuse Upheld

Summary Judgment Awarded to Employer on Harassment, Retaliation Claims

Discrimination Suit Doomed by Employee’s Threats Against Supervisor

Discrimination Case Against Church Dismissed for Lack of Jurisdiction

Summary Judgment Obtained in Sexual Harassment Case; 11th Circuit Affirms

7th Circuit Confirms that Law Firm Partner Was Not an “Employee” Under Anti-Discrimination Laws

Defense Verdict Obtained in Retaliation Lawsuit

Defense Arbitration Award Obtained in Ethnic and Religious Slur Case
11th Circuit Holds that "Loser Pays" Provision Does Not Invalidate Arbitration Agreement

News

Fisher Phillips Finds 43% Jump in COVID-19 Workplace Claims
Firm's Litigation Tracker Among The Best Resources for Employers
Watching COVID-19 Litigation Trends
7.6.20

Kansas City Partner Talks to Media About U.S. Supreme Court Ruling on LGBTQ Workplace Discrimination
6.16.20

Fisher Phillips Provides Employers with Post-Pandemic Back-to-Business FAQs
4.20.20

Cleveland Lawyers Provide Guidance on How to Conduct Prompt and Thorough Sexual Harassment Investigations
10.21.19

Rebooting Anti-Discrimination Efforts
7.25.16

Want to Defeat ADA Claims? Draft Better Job Descriptions, Experts Say
6.23.16

HB2 Affects Everyone With a Paycheck
3.30.16

Publications

Cleveland Lawyer Provides Insights on Sixth Circuit Ruling
2.27.20

Managing the Impact of #MeToo in the Workplace
1.2.20

What Employers Need to Know About the Kentucky Pregnant Workers Act
1.1.20
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Can – And Should – Kentucky Employers Make Decisions Based on a Person’s Potential Future Disability? 1.1.20

Houston Partner Recommends Four Steps for Investigating Anonymous Workplace Harassment 12.3.19

Discrimination Won’t Prevent Workplace Harassment Claims; Columbus Partner Recommends More Effective Responses 11.22.19

Tattoo U: What Can Employers Do About Offensive Body Art? 3.31.17

Experts Weigh in on Transgender Student Regulations, Pt. 4 9.21.16

Strange Bedfellows: Sexual Harassment in the Connected Office 6.30.16

Showdown in the Stalls – The Bathroom, The Government and Your Employees 6.2.16

Surge of ‘Bathroom’ Legislation Will Have Impact on Ohio Firms 5.25.16

**Speaking Engagements**

California Supervisor & Employee Harassment Training and Supervisor Train-the-Trainer
California Anti-Harassment Train-the-Trainer Doubleheader

Webinar, 9.9.20

Massachusetts Equal Pay Act: The Countdown to July 1st Is On Webinar

GoToWebinar, 3.9.18

Areas of Concentration

Affirmative Action Plans and Audits
Age Discrimination in Employment Act
Americans with Disabilities Act
Disability Discrimination
Legal Alerts

Georgia Expands Lactation Break Law 8.28.20

Flu Season And Possible COVID-19 Vaccine Will Shine A Spotlight On Workplace Vaccination Policies 8.18.20

EEOC Issues New Workplace Guidance On Opioid Use And Reasonable Accommodation Considerations 8.13.20

Emerging Trends In COVID-19 Workplace Litigation 8.5.20

Illinois Issues Guidance For Employers’ Requirement To Report Adverse Judgments And Administrative Rulings 7.30.20

5 Most Likely FMLA Changes That Could Be On The Horizon, Per DOL Information Request 7.21.20

What The Supreme Court’s LGBTQ Decision May Mean For Bathroom And Locker Room Access In Title IX Schools: A 4-Step Best Practices Guide 7.15.20

Maryland Employers Should Use This Summer To Prepare For Sweeping New Workplace Laws 7.15.20

Oh Baby! Pattern Of COVID-19 Pregnancy Discrimination Litigation Beginning To Grow 7.10.20

SCOTUS Upholds Broad Standard For Permitting Religious Exemption From Employment Discrimination Claims 7.8.20

Equal Employment Opportunity Law
Fair Housing Claims
Gender Discrimination
Harassment in the Workplace
Mental Health Issues in the Workplace
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
Public Accommodations Discrimination
Race Discrimination
Retaliation and Wrongful Termination
Sex Discrimination
Sexual Harassment
Title VII
Whistleblower Actions
Wrongful Termination

RELATED SERVICES

Employee Leaves
Litigation of Employment Disputes
Online Training
Employment Discrimination and Harassment

Illinois Releases Model Mandatory Sexual Harassment Training For Employers
7.6.20

SCOTUS Rejects Review Of Salary History Defense To Pay Equity Claims
7.6.20

FP COVID-19 Employment Litigation Tracker Reveals 43% Explosion Of Workplace Claims In June
7.2.20

Is COVID-19 A Disability Under Discrimination Law? The Next Wave of Workplace Lawsuits May Answer Question
6.19.20

EEOC Clarifies That Employers Cannot Require COVID-19 Antibody Tests
6.19.20

Chicago Enacts COVID-19 Anti-Retaliation Measures
6.18.20

A Second Bite At The Apple: EEOC Releases Plan For New Wellness Program Rule
6.16.20

“No Contest”: Supreme Court Finds Title VII Protects LGBTQ Individuals From Workplace Discrimination
6.15.20

Another COVID-19 Litigation Hazard: Essential Employer Sued For Not Allowing Work From Home
6.15.20

EEOC Warns Against Age Discrimination And Other Workplace Concerns During Back-To-Business Push
6.12.20

NBA Commissioner’s Comments On Older Coaches Is A Lesson To All Employers Returning To Work
6.8.20

Businesses That Mandate Masks For Employees And Customers Need To Consider ADA Issues
5.30.20

EEOC Supports Employers’ Use Of The Work Opportunity Tax Credit
4.30.20

EEOC Offers Guidance To Employers Preparing To Reopen Their Workplaces
4.29.20
New York City Forms Response Team To Combat Asian-American Discrimination In Response To COVID-19
4.28.20

Federal Court Decision Highlights Efficient And Effective Ways To Address Suspected FMLA Misuse
4.20.20

What Employers Can Learn From The First FFCRA Interference And Retaliation Lawsuits
4.20.20

Labor Department Issues USERRA Guidance For Employers During COVID-19 Pandemic
4.17.20

Reminder: Conduct An Adverse Impact Analysis Prior To Any COVID-19 Reductions In Force
4.17.20

New Virginia Law Will Prohibit LGBT Discrimination And Expand Workplace Lawsuits
4.13.20

Supreme Court Makes It Easier For Federal Workers To Prove Age Discrimination
4.10.20

Michigan Governor Creates Broad Employment Protections During COVID-19 Crisis
4.4.20

SCOTUS Sets High Bar For Those Bringing Race Discrimination Cases
3.31.20

Ohio Governor Requests Employers Take Worker Temps During COVID-19 Crisis
3.19.20

EEOC Clarifies Employer Rights During COVID-19 Outbreak
3.18.20

Employers Can’t Use Pay History To Escape Equal Pay Claims, Says 9th Circuit
2.28.20

Sexual Harassment Payouts Hit All-Time High In 2019
1.28.20

NY Governor Aims To Expand Workplace Laws In 2020
1.13.20
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EEOC Scraps Policy That Took Aim At Mandatory Workplace Arbitration
12.17.19

Good Faith Belief Leads To Employer Victory In Bias Claim
12.11.19

New York Prohibits Reproductive Health Decision-Making Discrimination
12.11.19

New York Rings in the New Year with New Workplace Laws
12.9.19

Cyber Monday And Online Shopping: 3 Things Employers Need To Know
11.25.19

Expect A Trio Of Federal Joint Employment Rules In December
11.21.19

Supreme Court Ruling Clears Way For $350K Religious Bias Jury Award
11.20.19

What Employers Can Learn From Major League To Avoid Big League Problems
10.15.19

Ground Shifts Under California Employers As Governor Signs Flurry Of Significant Legislation
10.14.19

Pay Data Collection May Just Be A One-Time Predicament
9.11.19

Expanded California Sexual Harassment Training Requirements Delayed To 2021
9.3.19

Illinois Enacts Sweeping Legislation In Response To #MeToo Movement
8.30.19

New York Expands Workplace Protections For Domestic Violence Victims
8.26.19

Latest Legal Developments For Washington Employers, 2019 Edition
8.14.19

New York Protects Religious Garb And Facial Hair In The Workplace
8.14.19
Alabama’s New Equal Pay Act Set To Soon Take Effect
8.13.19

New York Governor Signs Law Prohibiting Hairstyle Discrimination
8.9.19

Federal Appeals Court Strikes Down EEOC’s Criminal Background Guidance In Texas
8.7.19

Federal Judge Strikes Down NY’s Sexual Harassment Arbitration Ban
8.1.19

Illinois Employers Barred From Salary History Inquiries
8.1.19

Just [Don’t] Do It: Oregon Supreme Court Warns Against Cat’s Paw Retaliation
7.24.19

New Jersey Amends Medical Marijuana Law
7.12.19

Obesity: A New Protected Class In Washington
7.11.19

Fox [Mostly] Remains In The Henhouse: SCOTUS Says Agencies [Sort Of] Know Best
6.26.19

New York Lawmakers Pass Game-Changing Reforms to State Discrimination Laws
6.21.19

Sweeping Pay Equity Laws On The Way For New York Employers
6.21.19

Federal Appeals Court Says Extreme Obesity Alone Is Not Enough For ADA Coverage
6.17.19

Time For Paranoia? The ‘Legalization’ Of Marijuana In Illinois And The Workplace Ramifications
6.14.19

Employers, Beware: SCOTUS Ruling Creates Title VII Litigation Trap
6.3.19

Limbo No More? EEOC May Soon Publish New Wellness Program Rules
5.30.19
What A Difference An Election Makes: Colorado Passes Slate Of New Employment Laws  
5.28.19

What Employers Need To Know About The New EEOC Chair  
5.10.19

Double Duty: You Will Soon Have To Turn Over Pay Data From Both 2017 And 2018  
5.3.19

September 30 Is Your Pay Data Reporting Due Date  
4.25.19

Tennessee Employers Get Bullying Lawsuit Safe Harbor  
4.24.19

Supreme Court To Take Up LGBT Workplace Bias Cases For First Time  
4.22.19

Sexual Harassment Charges Increase Once Again, According To EEOC Stats  
4.12.19

NYC Bans Pre-Employment Marijuana Testing  
4.10.19

Kentucky Employers Face New Pregnancy Accommodation Law  
4.10.19

New Jersey Bars Common Workplace Contract And Settlement Terms  
3.21.19

Employers Get A Pay Data Reporting Reprieve – But For How Long?  
3.18.19

Late Night Shocker: EEO-1 Once Again Poised To Gather Pay Data Information  
3.5.19

Federal Court Reinforces Limited Geographic Scope Of NYC’s Anti-Discrimination Laws  
2.26.19

Supreme Court Strikes Down Significant Pay Equity Case  
2.25.19

New York Bans Transgender Discrimination  
1.17.19
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Longest Government Shutdown In History Is Impacting Workplace Law
1.14.19

Proposed Texas Marijuana Laws Might Impact Workplaces In 2019
1.2.19

How The Government Shutdown Is Affecting Your Workplace
12.27.18

NYC Council Bans Family Planning Discrimination In The Workplace
12.21.18

New Year, New Laws In New York
12.20.18

3 Options For Providing Wellness Program Incentives In 2019...And Beyond
12.14.18

November 2018: The Top 12 Labor And Employment Law Stories
12.4.18

Appeals Court Rejects Retaliation Claim Based On Religious Accommodation Request
11.14.18

Medical Marijuana In Missouri: New Law Brings New Questions For Employers
11.8.18

Supreme Court: Small Public Employers Now Subject To ADEA
11.6.18

NJ Publishes FAQs To Clarify Requirements Of Paid Sick Leave Law
10.25.18

NYC Council Mandates Workplace Lactation Rooms
10.22.18

NJ Employers Are One Step Closer To Mandatory Paid Sick Leave
10.15.18

EEOC Sees Sexual Harassment Statistics Explode In Past Year
10.5.18

New SCOTUS Term Starts With A Whimper...Will It End With A Bang?
10.4.18
California Employers To Face Raft Of New #MeToo Laws
10.1.18

State Appeals Court Expands Scope Of NYC’s Marital Status Discrimination Law
9.12.18

Government Revises Pay Bias Standards For Federal Contractors
8.27.18

New York Releases Model Training And Policy To Comply With New Sexual Harassment Laws
8.24.18

Federal Appeals Court Overturns Decades Of Precedent To Revive Workplace Claim
8.21.18

OFCCP Issues 2 Directives Affecting Federal Contract Compliance Reviews
8.21.18

Inartful Wording Dooms Employer’s Arbitration Agreement
8.17.18

Will SCOTUS Justice Kavanaugh Treat Employers Well? The Magic 8-Ball Says: “You May Rely On It”
7.10.18

What Do Employers Need To Know About Justice Kennedy’s Retirement?
6.29.18

South Carolina Delivers New Pregnancy Accommodations Law
6.5.18

Supreme Court’s Same-Sex Wedding Cake Decision Does Not Grant Right To Discriminate
6.4.18

Federal Court Rules In Favor Of Transgender Teen In Bathroom Case
5.31.18

NYC Adopts Sweeping New Sexual Harassment Laws
5.15.18

New Jersey’s New Paid Sick Leave Law: What Employers Need to Know
5.2.18

Spring Is In The Air! But Telling Your Employees You Love Them Could Cost You $5 Million
4.30.18
New Jersey Becomes Latest State To Pass Equal Pay Legislation 4.16.18

New York State Employers Face Significant New Sexual Harassment Laws 4.16.18

NYC Lawmakers Aim To Curb Sexual Harassment With Sweeping Legislation 4.13.18

Appeals Court Says Salary History Can’t Block Equal Pay Act Claims 4.9.18

Washington Bars Sexual Harassment Nondisclosure Agreements 3.22.18

New York State Moves One Step Closer to Changes to Sexual Harassment Laws 3.20.18

Another Landmark Ruling: Court Says Transgender Discrimination Violates Federal Anti-Bias Law 3.7.18

Massachusetts Employers Receive Guidance On Equal Pay Law 3.5.18

Title VII Evolution Continues: Another Appeals Court Finds Sexual Orientation Discrimination Actionable 2.26.18

States Ask Congress To Prohibit Arbitration In Sex Harassment Claims 2.13.18

NYC Updates “Sexual Orientation” And “Gender” Definitions Under Human Rights Law 2.7.18

New York City Employers Will Soon Be Obligated To Talk Out Reasonable Accommodations With Employees 1.30.18

Expect Changes To New York Sexual Harassment Laws In 2018 1.26.18

What A Government Shutdown Would Mean For Employers 1.18.18
New Jersey Now Bans Breastfeeding Discrimination 1.9.18

Court Lowers Punitive Damages Bar In Claims Against NYC Employers 12.26.17

Tax Reform Law Includes Paid Leave, Sexual Harassment Settlement Provisions 12.21.17

Could Congress Ban Arbitration Of Sex Discrimination And Harassment Claims? 12.8.17

November 2017: The Top 14 Labor And Employment Law Stories 12.6.17

EEOC Earns First-Ever Title VII Court Win In LGBT Discrimination Case 11.29.17

Court Confirms That “Perceived Alcoholics” Can’t Bring Workplace Claims In NYC 11.14.17

October 2017: The Top 11 Labor And Employment Law Stories 11.2.17

California Employers Face Significant New Requirements 10.16.17

Feds Say Title VII Doesn’t Cover Transgender Workers 10.6.17

Upcoming SCOTUS Term Promises To Be A Blockbuster 10.5.17

Washington Employers: Prepare To Face New Workplace Laws 9.21.17

Oregon Employers Face Significant New Workplace Laws 8.16.17

July 2017: The Top 12 Labor And Employment Law Stories 8.1.17
Massachusetts Finalizes New Pregnancy Workplace Law: What to Expect When Your Employees Are Expecting
7.27.17

Expecting A Big Change: Nevada’s New Pregnant Workers’ Fairness Act
7.25.17

Get To Know New Nursing Mothers’ Law For Nevada Workers
7.25.17

Nevada Follows Trend By Passing Strict New Wage Disclosure Law
7.25.17

What You Need To Know About Nevada’s New Domestic Violence Victims’ Law
7.25.17

Massachusetts Employers See Medical Marijuana Defense Go Up In Smoke
7.18.17

Missouri Levels The Playing Field For Defending Baseless Discrimination Lawsuits
7.5.17

June 2017: The Top 15 Labor And Employment Law Stories
7.5.17

“Mark Of The Beast” Workplace Concerns Lead To Half-Million Dollar Verdict
6.15.17

California Employers Will Soon See New Workplace Regulations Take Effect
6.12.17

Can “Perceived Alcoholics” Bring Workplace Claims In NYC? Stay Tuned For Answer
5.26.17

12 Months of Additional ADA Leave Not Reasonable, Court Says
5.25.17

What Employers Need to Know about Trump’s Religious Liberty Executive Order
5.5.17

April 2017: The 13 Biggest Labor And Employment Law Stories
5.3.17
Sexual Harassment In The News Likely To Lead To Uptick In Claims
4.20.17

NYC Prohibits Past Pay Inquiries
4.6.17

Landmark Appeals Court Ruling Extends Title VII Protections To LGBT Employees
4.5.17

NC’s Bathroom Law GetsFlushed: What Employers Need To Know
4.5.17

March 2017: The 15 Biggest Labor And Employment Law Stories
4.4.17

Supreme Court Limits EEOC Subpoena Power
4.3.17

Blacklisting Rules Blocked By Trump’s Signature
3.27.17

Appeals Court Refuses To Extend Title VII Coverage To Sexual Orientation
3.14.17

Is There A Women’s March On Employers? What Employers Need To Know About The ‘Day Without A Woman’ Protests
3.7.17

Supreme Court Returns Transgender Bathroom Case to Lower Court
3.6.17

Blurred Lines: Texas Supreme Court Applies Hazy Distinction Between Workplace Harassment And Assault
3.2.17

February 2017: The 12 Biggest Labor And Employment Law Stories
3.1.17

2nd Circuit Reaffirms Limitations On Statistical Evidence In Pay Equity Cases
2.16.17

Super Bowl Commercial Highlights Pay Equity
2.7.17
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January 2017: The 12 Biggest Labor And Employment Law Stories
2.2.17

Will SCOTUS Justice Gorsuch Treat Employers Well? The Magic 8-Ball Says: “Signs Point To Yes”
2.1.17

White House Reaffirms Protections For Federal Contractor LGBTQ Workers
1.31.17

No Excuses: “Retroactive Leniency” Is Not An ADA Reasonable Accommodation
1.26.17

An Employer’s New Year Resolution: Pay Attention To Pay Equity In 2017
1.20.17

New York Governor Signs Executive Orders To Address Wage Gap
1.19.17

An Employer’s Horror Story For Friday The 13th: Retaliation Claim Survives 13-Year Gap
1.11.17

December 2016: The 8 Biggest Labor And Employment Law Stories
1.3.17

Court: Employees Seeking Accommodation Must Compete For Reassignment
12.28.16

FMLA Fraud Finding Leads To Employer Court Victory
11.3.16

October 2016: The 8 Greatest Labor And Employment Law Stories
11.2.16

Court Puts Blacklisting Rules On Hold
10.26.16

Workplace Law Discussed During Final Presidential Debate
10.20.16

EEOC Announces New Enforcement Priorities
10.19.16

EEOC Unveils New EEO-1 Report To Capture 2017 Pay Data
10.10.16
September 2016: The 8 Greatest Labor And Employment Law Stories
10.5.16

California Legislature Adds Extra Set Of Teeth To Fair Pay Act’s Protections
9.30.16

Trump, Clinton Talk Workplace Law At First Debate
9.27.16

Employer Wins Dreadlocks Deadlock
9.26.16

New Jersey Court Ruling Raises Price Of Employment Discrimination
9.21.16

Court Tosses Flu Shot Lawsuit
9.7.16

August 2016: The Top 7 Labor And Employment Law Stories
9.2.16

10 Things You Need To Know About EEOC’s New Retaliation Guidance
8.31.16

Cat’s Paw Theory Of Discrimination Adopted By 2nd Circuit
8.30.16

Government Releases Final Rule Implementing “Blacklisting” Law
8.26.16

July 2016: Five Biggest Labor And Employment Law Stories
8.4.16

Sexual Orientation Discrimination Not Covered Under Title VII, Court Says
8.2.16

Pay Equity Becomes Law In Massachusetts
8.1.16

New Jersey Supreme Court Broadly Defines “Marital Status” Discrimination
7.25.16

Massachusetts Passes Transgender Accommodations Law
7.14.16
June 2016: Eight Great Labor And Employment Law Stories
7.5.16

OFCCP Releases Broad Gender Discrimination Rule
6.15.16

Colorado Employers Face New Pregnancy Accommodation Law
6.3.16

May 2016: Ten Biggest Labor And Employment Law Stories
6.2.16

SCOTUS Gives Boost To Employee Constructive Discharge Claims
5.23.16

Supreme Court Leaves Massive Attorney’s Fee Award Against EEOC Unresolved
5.19.16

Federal Government Guidance On Transgender Students Breaks Barriers
5.17.16

April 2016: Five Biggest Labor And Employment Law Stories
5.2.16

Do You Have To Accommodate An Employee Who Worships The Flying Spaghetti Monster?
4.19.16

What North Carolina Employers Need To Know About New “Bathroom Law”
4.13.16

Broadway’s ‘Hamilton’ Teaches Lessons To Employers
4.8.16

Legalized Discrimination Or Safety From Government Interference?
4.7.16

Is It OK To Tell Polish Jokes At Work? [Answer: NO]
3.16.16

California Policies Against Harassment Face New Regulations
3.10.16

California Employers Receive Guidance On Transgender Employees
3.3.16
“You Lie, You Die” – Dishonesty Derails Discrimination Case
2.29.16
Fisher Phillips Offers Comments On EEOC’s Proposed Retaliation Guidance
2.25.16
This Valentine’s Day, Telling Your Employees “I Love You” Could Get You Sued
2.10.16
Federal Appeals Court Decision Offers Practical Guidance To Both HR Executives And Their Employers
1.8.16
California Employers Will Face Significant New Equal Pay Law
10.6.15
New California Law Expands Retaliation Coverage
7.21.15
SCOTUS Extends Same-Sex Marriage Rights Nationwide
6.26.15
Housing Discrimination Claims Given Boost By Supreme Court
6.25.15
Supreme Court Rules Against Abercrombie In Case Of Religious Accommodation
6.1.15
Supreme Court (Sort of) Allows Courts To Review EEOC Mediation Efforts
4.29.15
Supreme Court Strikes Down Employer’s Light Duty Policy in Pregnancy Discrimination Case
3.25.15

Newsletter
Retail Industry Update (No. 4, December 2016)
12.2.16
Retail Industry Update (No. 4, December 2016)
12.2.16
The Customer Is Not Always Right: The Dangers Of Third-Party Harassment Claims
6.2.16